
Sign F&I Product Contracts

Electronically

Provider Benefits Include:

 Connect to all DMS systems

 Accurate Service Contract 
rates 

 No more missing or 
outdated forms 

 Instant access to archived 
deals 

 Speeds up F&I process

 No programming of forms 

 No shipping of forms

 Allows for instant price 
changes

 Manual labor expense 
reduced

 Increased CSI

 Registration at time of sale 

About Open Dealer Exchange, LLC
Open Dealer Exchange enables providers and finance sources to embed their offerings into point-of-sale (POS) systems used by
automotive dealers to conduct business both in the showroom and the business office. A joint venture between Automatic Data
Processing, Inc. and The Reynolds and Reynolds Company, Open Dealer Exchange exists to improve the overall F&I process within
automotive retailers throughout the United States and Canada.
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What is PEN?
The Provider Exchange Network (PEN) is an electronic data exchange

network that streamlines the F&I process by enabling integration between the

F&I product provider and the dealer’s point-of-sale system. The service allows

F&I product providers to transmit rates and receive contract information from

any participating dealer management system (DMS).

How does PEN work?
Ultimately, PEN is the direct touchpoint between the provider and the

dealership. During the menu selling process at the point-of-sale, PEN allows

dealers to send and receive information from any DMS to participating

providers. Providers are able to return rates directly to the dealer to complete

the contract electronically. Deal information is sent directly back to the

provider for storage and archival.

The PEN system is fully functional within the dealership point-of-sale menu for

every aspect of electronic contracting including:

• Electronic rating

• Electronic contract origination

• Electronic signature

• Forms preparation

• Operates in “push” or “pull” mode

• Dealer-specific rating

• Electronic deal jacket

• Electronic remittance

• Forms archival

• Contract numbering

What’s in it for the provider?
Dealers are experts at selling vehicles, but not experts on the provider’s

products, forms, pricing and processes. During the menu selling process, there

are often misquotes made, outdated forms presented and missed steps in the

process. PEN removes these obstacles because contracts are created on the

provider’s administration system immediately, without errors or manual data

entry. And, automatic premium lookup allows the provider to implement

pricing and eligibility changes instantly, by publishing them to the dealership

menu. The provider also retains complete control of all form versions and

revisions.

The Provider Exchange Network is a division of Open Dealer Exchange. For 

more details about PEN and Open Dealer Exchange, please visit 

www.opendealerexchange.com or email us at 

inquiries@opendealerexchange.com.

All data and signatures are 
sent directly through PEN to 

the provider.


